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MERCEDES FOR PEARL ORCHID

If you have reached the Pearl Orchid  level with  
80,000* UK group points for two months in a row 
you have qualified for a Mercedes-Benz A Class! In 
each month of the duration of the Programme,  if 
you fullfil the required conditions of this Incentive 
Programme,  FM World UK will pay you commission 
on the grounds of keeping the Effectiveness Level 
and providing advertising services, which will be 
intended for payment of the leasing instalments 
for the comfortable Mercedes-Benz A Class!

*80,000 group points must come directly from FM World UK and are calculated in the following way: 

1. For every Group in your structure that reached the Level of 21% or higher, you receive only 30,000 conventional 
UK points towards the calculation (at the same time points of this Group, regardless of their number, are not taken 
into consideration during the calculation); If there is less than 30,000 UK points in 21 % or higher leg only those 
points are taken into calculation (see example 1,2,3 & 4).

2. The rest of points coming from the FM World UK are counted by adding the points of the remaining parts of the 
structure.

minimum

80,000
UK points

21%
minimum

50,000
UK points from other legs

PEARL ORCHID
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MERCEDES FOR AMARANTH ORCHID

If you have reached the Amaranth Orchid with 
90,000* UK group points, at least two times in a 
row, you have a chance of receiving commission 
for payment of leasing instalments of  Mercedes-
Benz C Class! In each month of your keeping the 
Amaranth Orchid Level and fulfilling the required 
conditions,  FM World UK will pay you commission 
on the grounds of keeping the Effectiveness Level 
and providing advertising services, which will be 
intended for payment of leasing instalments for 
the luxury Mercedes-Benz C Class!

*90,000 group points must come directly from the FM World UK and are calculated in the following way:

1. For every Group in your structure that reached the Level of 21% you receive only 30,000 conventional UK points 
towards the calculation (at the same time points of this Group, regardless of their number, are not taken into 
consideration during the calculation); If there is less than 30,000 UK points in 21 % leg only those points are taken 
into calculation.

2. For every Group that reached the Level of Pearl Orchid or higher you receive only 35,000 conventional UK points 
towards the calculation (at the same time points of this Group, regardless of their number, are not taken into 
consideration during the calculation); If there is less than 35,000 UK points in Pearl or higher leg only those points 
are taken into calculation (see example 5 & 6).

3. The rest of points coming from the FM World UK are counted by adding the points of the remaining parts of the 
structure.

minimum

90,000
UK points

21% 21% 21%

AMARANTH ORCHID

With Mercedes for Success



MERCEDES FOR GOLDEN ORCHID

If you have reached the Golden Orchid with 
120,000* UK group points, at least two times in a 
row, you have a chance of receiving commission 
for payment of leasing instalments of Mercedes-
Benz E Class! In each month of your keeping 
Golden Orchid Level and fulfilling the required 
conditions, FM World UK will pay you commission 
on the grounds of keeping the Effectiveness Level 
and providing advertising services, which will be 
intended for payment of leasing instalments for 
the luxury Mercedes-Benz E Class!

*120,000 group points must come directly from the FM World UK and are calculated in the following way:

1. For every Group in your structure that reached the Level of 21% you receive only 30,000 conventional UK points 
towards the calculation (at the same time points of this Group, regardless of their number, are not taken into 
consideration during the calculation); If there is less than 30,000 UK points in 21 % leg only those points are taken 
into calculation.

2. For every Group that reached the Level of Pearl Orchid or higher you receive only 40,000 conventional UK points 
towards the calculation (at the same time points of this Group, regardless of their number, are not taken into 
consideration during the calculation); If there is less than 40,000 UK points in Pearl or higher leg only those points 
are taken into calculation (see example 7 & 8). 

3. The rest of points coming from the FM World UK are counted by adding the points of the remaining parts of the 
structure.

minimum

120,000
UK points

PEARL ORCHID PEARL ORCHID PEARL ORCHID

GOLDEN ORCHID
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MERCEDES FOR DIAMOND ORCHID

If you have reached the Diamond Orchid with 
180,000* UK group points, at least two times in a 
row, you have a chance of receiving commission 
for payment of leasing instalments of Mercedes-
Benz S Class! In each month of your keeping 
Diamond Orchid Level and fulfilling the required 
conditions, FM World UK will pay you commission 
on the grounds of keeping the Effectiveness Level 
and providing advertising services, which will be 
intended for payment of leasing instalments for 
the luxury Mercedes-Benz S Class!

*at least 180,000 group points must come directly from the FM World UK and are calculated in the following way:

1. For every Group that reached the Level of 21% you receive only 30,000 conventional UK points towards the 
calculation (at the same time points of this Group, regardless of their number, are not taken into consideration 
during the calculation); If there is less than 30,000 UK points in 21 % leg only those points are taken into calculation.

2. For every Group that reached the Level of Pearl Orchid or higher you receive only 45,000 conventional UK points 
towards the calculation (at the same time points of this Group, regardless of their number, are not taken into 
consideration during the calculation); If there is less than 45,000 UK points in Pearl or higher leg only those points 
are taken into calculation (see example 9 & 10). 

3. The rest of points coming from the FM World UK are counted by adding the points of the remaining parts of the 
structure.

minimum

180,000
UK points

PEARL ORCHID

PEARL ORCHID

PEARL ORCHID PEARL ORCHID
PEARL ORCHID

DIAMOND ORCHID
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EFFECTIVENESS
LEVEL BASE CAR ALTERNATIVE MODELS

Diamond Orchid
MERCEDES-BENZ S CLASS 350 D
standard features

MERCEDES-BENZ CLS 220 D COUPE

MERCEDES-BENZ GLS 350D 4-MATIC

Golden Orchid
MERCEDES-BENZ E CLASS 220 
BlueTEC
standard features

MERCEDES-BENZ E CLASS 220 D 
COUPE

MERCEDES-BENZ SLK 250D

Amaranth Orchid

MERCEDES-BENZ C CLASS 200
standard features

MERCEDES-BENZ C CLASS 300 CO-
UPE

Pearl Orchid

MERCEDES-BENZ A CLASS 180
standard features

MERCEDES-BENZ GLA 200 D

Are you joining the Incentive Programme for the second time from the same level or on your Additional 
Business Partner Number? You can participate in the Programme and choose an alternative Mercedes 
model. The choice is yours!

ALTERNATIVE MODELS

It is illegal for a promoter or a participant in a trading scheme to persuade anyone to make a payment by promising benefits from getting others to join a scheme.
Do not be misled by claims that high earnings are easily achieved.

With Mercedes for Success



EXAMPLES

Example 2 
Pearl Orchid with one 21% leg:
This example shows the structure with 
points from UK and from outside UK (If 
you build your team not only in the UK) 
where the leader does not qualify for the 
car payment. To qualify you need at least 
80,000 UK points.

Important: For each min. 21% leg only 
30,000 UK points are taken into calculation 
to your UK group points.

UK points calculation:
You: 100
Mark: 5,000
Karen: 5,900
Martin: 15,000
Lucy: 30,000
Victor: 16,000

TOTAL: 72,000
YOU DO NOT 

QUALIFY!

Example 1
Pearl Orchid with one 21% leg:
This example shows the structure with 
points from UK and from outside UK (If 
you build your team not only in the UK) 
where the leader qualifies for the car 
payment. To qualify you need at least 
80,000 UK points.

Important: For each min. 21% leg 
only 30,000 UK points are taken into 
calculation to your UK group points.

UK points calculation:

You: 100
Mark: 5,000
Karen: 25,900
Martin: 15,000
Lucy: 30,000
Victor: 16,000

TOTAL: 92,000
YOU QUALIFY!

Mark 
7,000

group points
(5,000 UK po-

ints
included)

Victor 
18,000

group points
(16,000 UK 

points
included)

Martin 
15,000

group points
(15,000 UK 

points
included)

Karen 
25,900

group points
(25,900 UK 

points
included)

Lucy 
50,000

group points
(30,000 UK 

points
included)

116,000
group points

(107,000 UK points 
included)

100
UK personal points 

included in your 
group points

YOU
PEARL ORCHID

9%
15%18% 21% 15%

Mark 
7,000

group points
(5,000 UK po-

ints
included)

Victor 
18,000

group points
(16,000 UK 

points
included)

Martin 
15,000

group points
(15,000 UK 

points
included)

Karen 
5,900

group points
(5,900 UK po-

ints
included)

Lucy 
50,000

group points
(30,000 UK 

points
included)

96,000
group points

(87,000 UK points 
included)

100
UK personal points 

included in your 
group points

YOU
PEARL ORCHID

9%
15%9% 21% 15%
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EXAMPLES

Mark 
7,000

group points
(5,000 UK po-

ints
included)

Victor 
30,000

group points
(16,000 UK 

points
included)

Martin 
15,000

group points
(12,000 UK 

points
included)

Karen 
29,900

group points
(27,900 UK 

points
included)

Lucy 
40,000

group points
(35,000 UK 

points
included)

122,000
group points

(96,000 UK points 
included)

100
UK personal points 

included in your 
group points

YOU
PEARL ORCHID

9%
15%18% 21% 21%

Mark 
7,000

group points
(5,000 UK po-

ints
included)

Victor 
30,000

group points
(16,000 UK 

points
included)

Martin 
15,000

group points
(12,000 UK 

points
included)

Karen 
9,900

group points
(7,900 UK po-

ints
included)

Lucy 
40,000

group points
(35,000 UK 

points
included)

102,000
group points

(76,000 UK points 
included)

100
UK personal points 

included in your 
group points

YOU
PEARL ORCHID

9%
15%18% 21% 21%

Example 3
Pearl Orchid with two 21% 
legs:
This example shows the structure with 
points from UK and from outside UK (If 
you build your team not only in the UK) 
where the leader qualifies for the car 
payment. To qualify you need at least 
80,000 UK points.

Important: For each min. 21% leg 
only 30,000 UK points are taken into 
calculation to your UK group points.

UK points calculation:

You: 100
Mark: 5,000
Karen: 27,900
Martin: 12,000
Lucy: 35,000  

but only 30,000 qualified

Victor: 16,000

TOTAL: 91,000
YOU QUALIFY!

Example 4
Pearl Orchid with two 21% legs:
This example shows the structure with 
points from UK and from outside UK (If 
you build your team not only in the UK) 
where the leader does not qualify for the 
car payment. To qualify you need at least 
80,000 UK points.

Important: For each min. 21% leg only 
30,000 UK points are taken into calculation 
to your UK group points.

UK points calculation:

You: 100
Mark: 5,000
Karen: 7,900
Martin: 12,000
Lucy: 35,000  

but only 30,000 qualified

Victor: 16,000

TOTAL: 71,000
YOU DO NOT 

QUALIFY!

With Mercedes for Success



EXAMPLES

Mark 
17,000

group points
(15,000 UK 

points
included)

Victor 
30,000

group points
(16,000 UK 

points
included)

Martin 
50,000

group points
(45,000 UK 

points
included)

Karen 
9,900

group points
(7,900 UK po-

ints
included)

Lucy 
50,000

group points
(41,000 UK 

points
included)

157,000
group points

(125,000 UK points 
included)

100
UK personal points 

included in your 
group points

YOU
AMARANTH ORCHID

15%
21%12% PEARL OR-

CHID
21%

Mark 
7,000

group points
(5,000 UK po-

ints
included)

Victor 
30,000

group points
(13,000 UK 

points
included)

Martin 
50,000

group points
(45,000 UK 

points
included)

Karen 
9,900

group points
(1,900 UK points

included)

Lucy 
50,000

group points
(41,000 UK 

points
included)

147,000
group points

(106,000 UK points 
included)

100
UK personal points 

included in your 
group points

YOU
AMARANTH ORCHID

15%
21%12% PEARL ORCHID 21%

Example 5
Amaranth Orchid with two 21% 
legs and one Pearl Orchid:
This example shows the structure with 
points from UK and from outside UK (If you 
build your team not only in the UK) where 
the leader qualifies for the car payment. 
To qualify you need at least 90,000 UK 
points.

Important: For each 21% leg only 30,000 
UK points qualify, for each Pearl Orchid 
or higher you only get 35,000 UK points 
towards calculation to your UK group 
points.

UK points calculation:

You: 100
Mark: 15,000
Karen: 7,900
Martin: 45,000

but only 30,000 qualified 

Lucy: 41,000  
but only 35,000 qualified

Victor: 16,000

TOTAL: 104,000
YOU QUALIFY!Example 6

Amaranth Orchid with two 21% 
legs and one Pearl Orchid:
This example shows the structure with 
points from UK and from outside UK (If 
you build your team not only in the UK) 
where the leader does not qualify for the 
car payment. To qualify you need at least 
90,000 UK points.

Important: For each 21% leg only 30,000 
UK points qualify, for each Pearl Orchid 
or higher you only get 35,000 UK points 
towards calculation to your UK group 
points.

UK points calculation:

You: 100
Mark: 5,000
Karen: 1,900
Martin: 45,000

but only 30,000 qualified 

Lucy: 41,000  
but only 35,000 qualified

Victor: 13000

TOTAL: 85,000
YOU DO NOT 

QUALIFY!

With Mercedes for Success



EXAMPLES

Mark 
17,000

group points
(15,000 UK 

points
included)

Victor 
150,000
group points
(150,000 UK 

points
included)

Martin 
50,000

group points
(45,000 UK 

points
included)

Karen 
9,900

group points
(7,900 UK po-

ints
included)

Lucy 
50,000

group points
(41,000 UK 

points
included)

277,000
group points

(259,000 UK points 
included)

100
UK personal points 

included in your 
group points

YOU
GOLDEN ORCHID

15% PEARL OR-
CHID

12% PEARL OR-
CHID

GOLDEN OR-
CHID

Mark 
17,000

group points
(5,000 UK po-

ints
included)

Victor 
150,000
group points
(150,000 UK 

points
included)

Martin 
50,000

group points
(45,000 UK 

points
included)

Karen 
9,900

group points
(900 UK points

included)

Lucy 
50,000

group points
(11,000 UK po-

ints
included)

277,000
group points

(212,000 UK points 
included)

100
UK personal points 

included in your 
group points

YOU
GOLDEN ORCHID

15% PEARL OR-
CHID

12% PEARL OR-
CHID

GOLDEN OR-
CHID

Example 7
Golden Orchid with two Pearls 
and one Golden Orchid:
This example shows the structure with 
points from UK and from outside UK (If 
you build your team not only in the UK) 
where the leader qualifies for the car 
payment. To qualify you need at least 
120,000 UK points.

Important: For each 21% leg only 30,000 
UK points qualify, for each Pearl Orchid 
or higher you only get 40,000 UK points 
towards calculation to your UK group 
points.

UK points calculation:

You: 100
Mark: 15,000
Karen: 7,900
Martin: 45,000

but only 40,000 qualified 

Lucy: 41,000  
but only 40,000 qualified

Victor: 150,000 
but only 40,000 qualified

TOTAL: 143,000
YOU QUALIFY!Example 8

Golden Orchid with two Pearls 
and one Golden Orchid:
This example shows the structure with 
points from UK and from outside UK (If 
you build your team not only in the UK) 
where the leader does not qualify for the 
car payment. To qualify you need at least 
120,000 UK points.

Important: For each 21% leg only 30,000 
UK points qualify, for each Pearl Orchid 
or higher you only get 40,000 UK points 
towards calculation to your UK group 
points.

UK points calculation:

You: 100
Mark: 5,000
Karen: 900
Martin: 45,000

but only 40,000 qualified 

Lucy: 11,000  
Victor: 150000 

but only 40,000 qualified

TOTAL: 97,000
YOU DO NOT 

QUALIFY!

With Mercedes for Success



EXAMPLES

Mark 
67,000

group points
(15,000 UK 

points
included)

Victor 
150,000
group points
(150,000 UK 

points
included)

Martin 
50,000

group points
(47,000 UK 

points
included)

Karen 
60,900

group points
(50,00 UK po-

ints
included)

Lucy 
50,000

group points
(48,000 UK 

points
included)

378,000
group points

(310,100 UK points 
included)

100
UK personal points 

included in your 
group points

YOU
DIAMOND ORCHID

PEARL OR-
CHID

PEARL OR-
CHID

PEARL OR-
CHID

GOLDEN OR-
CHIDPEARL ORCHID

Mark 
67,000

group points
(15,000 UK 

points
included)

Victor 
150,000
group points
(150,000 UK 

points
included)

Martin 
50,000

group points
(47,000 UK 

points
included)

Karen 
60,900

group points
(20,000 UK 

points
included)

Lucy 
50,000

group points
(48,000 UK 

points
included)

378,000
group points

(280,100 UK points 
included)

100
UK personal points 

included in your 
group points

YOU
DIAMOND ORCHID

PEARL OR-
CHID

PEARL OR-
CHID

PEARL OR-
CHID

GOLDEN OR-
CHIDPEARL ORCHID

Example 9
Diamond Orchid with four 
Pearls and one Golden Orchid:
This example shows the structure with 
points from UK and from outside UK (If 
you build your team not only in the UK) 
where the leader qualifies for the car 
payment. To qualify you need at least 
180,000 UK points.

Important: For each 21% leg only 30,000 
UK points qualify, for each Pearl Orchid 
or higher you only get 45,000 UK points 
towards calculation to your UK group 
points.

UK points calculation:

You: 100
Mark: 15,000
Karen: 50,000

but only 45,000 qualified 

Martin: 47,000
but only 45,000 qualified 

Lucy: 48,000  
but only 45,000 qualified

Victor: 150,000 
but only 45,000 qualified

TOTAL: 195,100
YOU QUALIFY!

Example 10
Diamond Orchid with four 
Pearls and one Golden Orchid:
This example shows the structure with 
points from UK and from outside UK (If 
you build your team not only in the UK) 
where the leader does not qualify for the 
car payment. To qualify you need at least 
120,000 UK points.

Important: For each 21% leg only 30,000 
UK points qualify, for each Pearl Orchid 
or higher you only get 40,000 UK points 
towards calculation to your UK group 
points.

UK points calculation:

You: 100
Mark: 15,000
Karen: 20,000
Martin: 47,000

but only 45,000 qualified 

Lucy: 48,000 
but only 45,000 qualified 

Victor: 150000 
but only 45,000 qualified

TOTAL: 170,100
YOU DO NOT 

QUALIFY!

With Mercedes for Success



RULES & REGULATIONS

1. Leaders can apply to participate in the Programme after reaching the required level (and 
at the same time fulfilling additional conditions) for 2 months in a row since January 2014 
exclusive of December of each year.

2. Business Partners working on Additional Business Partner Numbers can participate in the 
Programme.

3. Business Partners who participated in previous editions of the Programme can participate 
in the present edition provided that their current leasing has finished and they fulfil all the 
conditions of the present Programme.

4. Business Partners working on Business Partner Numbers taken over on the grounds of Terms 
and Conditions of Marketing Plan and Business Partnership Agreement cannot participate in 
the Programme.

5. If a Business Partner does not maintain the target level he/she cannot claim the commission 
intended for the payment of leasing instalments.

6. Minimum qualifying order of 150.00 personal points every month is required in order to get 
the commission. These points must be obtained from the UK office.

7. The commission is allocated to one ID number qualifying for the commission. If there is 
more than one person on one ID number here can only be one person chosen to get the 
commission (in the case of a limited company the commission goes to one of the directors). 
The commission cannot be transferred to a third party.

8. Mercedes-Benz A class will be leased on your own name for 4 years. If you keep the level in 
the particular month, the monthly rate for this car will be paid by FM World UK into your bank 
account. If you do not reach the required level we will not refund the monthly rate into your 
bank account. The Business Partner pays all extra costs such as: car insurance, road tax, VAT 
and any other fees. FM World UK reserves the right to choose the car dealer.

9. Mercedes-Benz C class, E class, S class, will be leased on your own name for 3 years. If you 
keep the level in the particular month, the monthly rate for this car will be paid by FM World UK 
into your bank account. If you do not reach the required level we will not refund the monthly 
rate into your bank account. The Business Partner pays all extra costs such as: car insurance, 
road tax, VAT and any other fees. FM World UK reserves the right to choose the car dealer.

10. Reward cannot be exchanged into cash or any other reward.

11. FM World UK will pay a monthly rate for the standard basic version of the Merdeces - Benz 
in red, burgundy, white or black colour. If anyone wants to upgrade the car to their own 
requirements they pay for any extras themselves. FM World UK may agree to other car model 
in individual cases but the monthly rate will remain the same.

12. Only Business Partners whose FM Accounts are operated by FM World UK can participate 
in the Programme. This car  Programme is available for FM World UK Residents – Business 
Partners who signed their contract with FM World UK and have their commission paid in the 
UK (they do not have to live in the UK).

13. Participating in this Programme does not disqualify Business Partners from taking part in 
other Incentive Programmes run by FM World UK except for Peugeot car Programme.

With Mercedes for Success


